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bUBBOCK -- A research paper by Texas Tech University senior Jason Johnson, an 
agricultural economics major from Jacksboro, placed second in the annual meetings of 
the Student Section of the American Agricultural Economics Association. 

Johnson's paper, "Demand Relationships for Table Wine in Texas and the 
Influence of the Emerging Texas Wine Industry," was named the runner-up to a paper 
by Harry Stoddart of Ontario's University of Guelph, who focused on the duties placed 
on pork entering the United States from . ~apada. 

Students from 12 U.S. and Canadian dniversities presented their papers during 
the annual meetings Aug. 4-7 at Kansas State University in Manhattan, Kan. 

Johnson, who was the student section's southern regional vice president in 
1990-91, is the son of Larry and Margaret Johnson. His paper adviser was Steve 
Morse, assistant professor of agricultural economics and sponsor of the association's 
student chapter at Texas Tech. 

Lance Barnett, the son of, pel and Joy Barnett of Goldthwaite, was elected editor 
of the Journal of the Student Section for 1991-92. ., ·· 

;A/ 

Johnson and Barnett also teamed with Rodney Foster, a senior from Hermleigh, 
in the double-elimination Academic Bowl that featured 16 universities. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
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CONTACT: Kim Davis 

0 LUBBOCK -- Milynda Walker has joined the staff of the Texas Tech Health 
Sciences Center's Occupational Medicine Clinic in the department of preventive 
medicine and community health. 

Walker has assumed marketing and business development responsibilities for the 
clinic which provides employee health services to business and industry. Among the 
medical services offered by the clinic are treatment of wprk-related illnesses and 
injuries, physical examinations, drug screenir~g, health testing and safety consultation. 

' ~ 
A graduate of Texas Tech, Walker holds a bachelor's degree in Mass 

Communications and has been in the marketing field for nine years. She is currently 
Employee Division Campaign Chairman and Venture Grants Chairman for United Way 
of Lubbock and Community Site Chairman for the American Heart Association. She 
also serves on the City of Lubbock Civil Service Commission and the Westmont 
Christian Church Board of Directors. 
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LUBBOCK -- One acre of genetically altered cotton being grown near Brownfield 
holds the hope of improved cotton yields and more nutritional cottonseed oil, say 
Texas Tech University researchers. 

The new project is headed by Dan Ktjeg, a professor in the department of 
agronomy, horticulture and entomology. ,; · , ' 

A major project supporter, is the new department chairman, Dick L. Auld, who 
began applying his own research on rapeseed oil to develop improved cotton seeds 
before he left the University of Idaho for Texas Tech. After his selection as chairman 
in the spring, Auld took samples of West Texas cotton into his Idaho laboratory to 
begin altering its genetic makeup. Auld assumed his new job Aug. 1. 

The idea, Auld says, is to make the cottonseed oil liquify, or break down, in soil 
temperatures of approximately 40 degrees, allowing the plant to germinate and initiate 
growth in the soil earlier in th;~ production season. 

:,,., .J 

Cottonseed oil in existing varieties of the crop doesn't liquify in soil that is below 
55 degrees, which is a problem for West Texas cotton producers who must delay their 
planting until warmer night-time temperatures allow the soil to warm to the 
germination level. 

Cool soil conditions also contribute to the fatty acid content of the seed oil, 
which, Auld said, currently is "less than the optimum for human consumption" because 
of a high level of saturated fats similar to lard. 

Cottonseed oil is used extensively in U.S. food production as a cooking oil for 
potato chips and in margarine hard stock. 

"If we can extend the growing season of cotton by changing the oil composition 
to improve the lipid utilization, we can push the growing region farther into the 
northern Panhandle," Krieg said. 

Researchers will use chemical mutagenic agents to break up cottonseed DNA, 
allowing a reconstitution that produces oil with an altered fatty acid composition that 
has a lower cold tolerance and an increased nutritional quality for human 
consumption, he said. 

-more-
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Two varieties of cotton, which were treated with two levels of a chemical 
mutagen, have been planted in four separate plots at Texas Tech's research farm near 
Brownfield. A proposal for funding assistance has been submitted to the Texas Higher 
Education Coordinating Board Advanced Technology Program, Krieg said. 

' 
USDA biotechnologists, including Lubbock researcher Mel Oliver believe that the 

enzyme that breaks down oil can be removed from plants such as sunflowers, which 
germinates at lower temperatures, and inserted into cotton, Krieg said. 

. ( ,, ' 
I 

"If we can change the liquified state of oil chemically, and he can put in an 
enzyme that's able to function at those low~r temperatures from another species, then 
we might be able to move up the planting date of cotton a week to 10 days to two 
weeks," Krieg said. 

The growing season, which now begins in late April to early May, also could be 
extended closer to November's traditional first freeze. The season now ends by early 
October as cooler night-time temperatures shut down seed and fiber development. 

Development of the genef cally altered lines could allow cotton to be grown 100 
miles farther to the north, Auld. said. The extension ~so Gould· equally widen the zone 
of cotton production in the Southern Hemisphere, he ·~aid. 

Auld, a native of Hobbs, N.M., and an Army platoon leader in Vietnam, assisted 
in crop diversification efforts of the Northwest during his 15 years at Idaho. 

His research centered on the improvement of rapeseed oil for such commercial 
uses as a biological diesel fuel and edible canola oil. He developed several varieties of 
rapeseed in research funded by the Department of Energy, USDA, private industry and 
the state of Idaho. He also developed several varieties of winter peas, which now are 
used as green manure crops across the country. 

Auld earned his bachelor's degree in 1970 from New Mexico State University and 
his master's and doctorate degrees in 1973 and 1986, respectively, from Montana 
State University. 

'We would like to develop some mutants in cotton using the same procedure we 
used with rapeseed," Auld said. Varieties of cottonseed with oil as healthy as canola 
could be developed, he added. 

-more-
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The research, Krieg said, also could allow the production of cotton oil for specific 
purpo_ses, ranging from oils with high levels of saturated fatty acids to oils with low 
levels_ of polyunsaturated fatty acids. Auld's success doing the same thing with 
rapeseed heightens the hope for similar results with cotton seeds, he added. 

The impact of their genetic modifications on cotton fiber, an important factor in 
cotton sales, is unknown. 

'We don't know," Krieg s~id. "It might be an imprpvement because many of the 
fiber traits are genetically controlled, strength in particular. When you do these kind 
of things, you just jumble up t4e DNA. Youibreak it up and it recombines. You don't 
know what's going to come out of it." 

But, he said, it is hoped the research will result in improved qualities that far 
outweigh any negative effects. 

"This is biotechnology with a shotgun approach," Krieg said. "It's the way 
breeders have been doing a lot of speeding up of natural selection for years." 
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LUBBOCK -- The new chairman of Texas Tech University's department of 
agronomy, horticulture and entomology, says agriculture is environmentally friendly 
and that research in crop production benefits everyone on the High Plains. 

Dick Auld, 42, became chairman of the department in Texas Tech's College of 
Agricultural Sciences on Aug. 1. 

,, ' 

Agriculture, he said, is suffering from 8: decline in participants, with only 3 
percent of the U.S. population involved. A U.S. Department of Agriculture report 
issued this spring said the "shrinking supply of graduates is the most critical force 
which will impact the human resources market through the mid-1990s." 

Auld, a native of Hobbs, N.M., says he wants the department to concentrate on 
the improvement of crops adapted for High Plains. He also will strive to make the 
department's projects visible to the public. He supports cooperative research with 
experts of the Texas A&M Research Center and the U.S. Department of Agriculture to 
reduce duplication of costs and 1 projects. 

;,I! •I 

Auld earned a bachelor's degree in agronomy in 1970 from New Mexico State 
University. He received a master's degree in agronomy and a doctorate in plant 
breeding in 1973 and 1986, respectively, from Montana State University. 

He served two years in the Army, including eight months as an infantry officer 
and platoon leader with the 101st Airborne Division in Vietnam. After earning his 
doctorate, he worked for 15 years as a faculty member and researcher at the 
University of Idaho in Moscow, Idaho. 

As a department head, Auld wants to promote research that makes agriculture 
either environmentally neutral or positive. "Agriculture shouldn't have a negative 
impact on the environment," he said. "Today's agricultural production should not 
create problems for future generations." 

At Idaho, Auld worked on the genetic improvements of rapeseed oil for diverse 
commercial uses. He also developed several varieties of peas to help diversify the 
Northwest's crop base. 

His research was supported by about $2 million in grants and contracts, which 
resulted in two patents, 12 commercial varieties and 88 articles in research and 
technical journals. He is a member of the American Society of Agronomy and the 
American Oilseed Chemist Society. 

AFTER HOURS CALL: Margaret Simon (806) 797-1888 
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[EDITOR'S NOTE: This release includes information on Don Walker, interim director 
of the Center for the Study of the Vietnam Conflict. He is available for comments 
about any topic relating to the Vietnam War by calling (806) 742-3758.] 

LUBBOCK -- Texas Tech University's non-profit Center for the Study of the 
Vietnam Conflict is offering annual member-,hips that will support its activities and 
also give donors circulation privileges at the I university library. 

The dues of individual and, corporate "~riends of the Vietnam Center" will help 
cover operating costs and support research activities, said Donald R. Walker, interim 
director and a visiting assistant professor of history. 

Membership dues will not support salaries, Walker said, noting that none of the 
university employees who help the unfunded center or the Vietnam Archive is paid. 

Annual individual memberships are $25 for basic contributors, $100 for patrons 
and $500 for benefactors. A life1irne membership is $5,000, p~yable over five years. 

:,I! , I 

Corporations can join for $100 per annual basic membership, $500 for the 
benefactor level or $5,000, payable over five years, for a sustaining corporate 
membership. 

The center, part of the College of Arts and Sciences, was approved by Texas 
Tech's Board of Regents in December 1989. It operates out of Walker's history 
department office in Holden Hall. The archive is in the library's Special Collections 
area. 

Both the center and archive were designed to make Texas Tech the nation's 
leading repository of any kind of Vietnam-related material, from government 
documents to veterans' memorabilia to items representative of the anti-war movement. 

The center and archive are supervised by an advisory board, comprised primarily 
of Vietnam veterans of the community. 

"So far, we've had a lot of support from people asking how they can help," 
Walker said. "The fundamental importance of the center is to make the war, in all of 
its dimensions, accessible to anyone who wants to study it. 

-more-
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"It also is good for helping the Vietnam veterans make their way back. It's a 
source bf pride," Walker said. 'We offer no school-view of what happened nor 
solutions. This is a place for free academic inquiry." 

Walker, 49, temporarily replaces James Reckner, an ass°istant professor of history 
who was awarded the Secretary of the Navy's Research Chair in Naval History at the 
Naval Historical Center in Washington, D.C., for the 1991-92 academic year. 

)I' J 

Reckner, a retired Navy lieutenant commander, served two tours of duty in 
Vietnam. Walker, a Beaumont native, workeq for State Department from 1968 to 
1972. ' 

He spent two years in Hue and Danang, South Vietnam, assisting in regional 
economic development, briefing visiting officials and meeting with non-communist 
groups that opposed the U.S. presence in Vietnam. 

After South Vietnam fell in 1975, he worked for a year with Lubbock-area 
churches, teaching English to Vi_~tnamese refugees. 

• .j 

Before he joined the State Department, Walker served three years in the Peace 
Corps in Africa. He earned his doctorate in American history from Texas Tech in 1983. 

To become a "Friend of the Vietnam Center," specify the level you desire and 
send a check or money order to: The Vietnam Center, Texas Tech Library, Lubbock, 
Texas 79409-0002. For more information about the program, call (806) 742-3758. 
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CALENDAR FOR AUG. 16-23 
REF: 5-8-15-91 
CONTACT: News and Publications 

(MEDIA ADVISORY: This Texas Tech calendar is compiled to let you know of 
upcoming events and releases and to serve as a reminder of releases already 
sent. If you need more information, call News and Publications at 742-2136.) 

AUG 16 

AUG 18 

AUG 19 

Second summer session university final examinations through Aug. 17 

Hampshire County Youth drchestra previ'~w concert 
2 p.m., Hemmle Recital Hall , 

' . t 

Residence halls close for second summer session 

First-year student orientation and legal process classes 
School of Law through Aug. 23 

-30-
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
REF: B-8-15-91 
CONT ACT: Kim Davis 

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT 

If you know someone who suffers from seizures or epilepsy, help may be available 
from the Texas Tech Health Sciences Center. The Texas Tech neurology department is 
seeking volunteers age 18 to 65 to test a n~w drug treatment for epilepsy patients. 
The placebo-controlled treatment is free and will include' close medical supervision. 
For details, contact the health sc~ences centeJl at 7 43-1962. 

-30-
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
REF: C-8-15-91 
CONT ACT: Pearl Trevino 

LUBBOCK -- Classroom instruction for basic emergency medical technician 
(EMT)" certification will begin Aug. 27 at Texas Tech Health Sciences Center, Room 
2C103. 

Classes will meet 6-10 p.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays through Dec. 17. 

EMT-Paramedic Jim Majerowski will ,. teach the course and cover basic life 
support and emergency treatment as well as· ,emergency tl'riving and radio 
communication techniques. 

After completing the 136 classroom hours, students then will complete 40 hours 
of clinical rotations and five ambulance runs to be eligible to take the Texas 
Department of Health certification exam. 

The course costs $295. The charge covers tuition, fees and textbook and is 
payable in five installments with the first installment due the first night. 

For more information, cail1 TTHSC Emergency Medical Programs at (806) 
743-3218. ;,J, .f 
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August 16, 1991 

EPILEPSY TREA1MENT -- Despite therapies to treat epilepsy, there are still many 
people who continue to suffer from uncontrolled seizures. While current drugs are a 
success with many patients, still other sufferers are unable to find relief. But with the 
help of the TTHSC, a new drug treatment is being offered on a trial basis, says Bill 
Lyness, Ph.D. of the TTHSC department of,,"neurology. The department currently is 
seeking qualified volunteers between the ages of 18 and

1 

65 to test the new drug 
which may help where other treatments hav~ failed. Nearly 2 percent of all 
Americans suffer from epilepsy or uncontrolled seizures, and while the trial drug may 
not cure everyone, it does offer promise to many patients. The placebo-controlled 
treatment is free to participating volunteers and includes close medical supervision. 
For more information on this topic, contact Lyness at (806) 743-1813. 

WORK WOES -- These days, employers are becoming more involved in their 
employee's well-being -- both phr5ically and mentally. Many large institutions and 
corporations across the country nave implemented employ~e assistance programs 
(EAP) geared specifically to keeping employees happy ~nd productive both on and off 
the job. Texas Tech and health sciences center employees are no exception. 
Established last year, the institution's EAP has enlisted the help of counselors at the 
TTHSC's Southwest Institute for Addictive Diseases in the department of psychiatry. 
No matter how small or big the problem may be -- from coping with grief to 
substance abuse -- employees are encouraged to call the EAP to receive confidential 
counseling. This and many other EAP services across the country are offered as a 
benefit to employees at no charge. Employers have recognized that by encouraging 
mental well-being, employees are not only happier, but also more productive. In the 
long run, programs like Texas Tech's also lend a hand in lowering the often expensive 
cost of health care insurance. For more on the benefits of EAPs and what they 
provide for employees, contact the Texas Tech Employee Assistance Program at (806) 
796-3600. 

D-8-16-911 

For assistance on these or other stories, 
contact Kim Davis or Preston Lewis at 
TTHSC News and Publications, (806) 
743-2143. 

AITER HOURS CALL: Margaret Simon, University News, (806) 797-1888 / Preston Lewis, Health Sciences Center, (806) 792-1372 
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CONT ACT: Myrna Whitehead 

LUBBOCK -- Thomas G. McLaughlin, professor and associate chairman of the 
department of mathematics at Texas Tech University, has been named associate dean 
for research in the College of Arts and Sciences. 

McLaughlin will assume his new position Sept. 1 .- He replaces Jane Winer, who 
became the new dean of the College of Arts and Sciences earlier this month. 

,, ' 

I 

McLaughlin said he plans to make personal contact with the chairpersons of the 
various departments to become. better acquciinted with the various research needs and 
activities within the college. 

In his new role, McLaughlin is responsible for facilitating proposals for external 
funding for researchers in the college in cooperation with the Office of Research 
Services. He also coordinates the annual Research Enhancement Fund Competition, the 
biennial ARP/ATP Research Competition sponsored by the Texas Higher Education 
Coordinating Board and other. specific organized research activities of the college. 

I \ 
The South Dakota native came to Texas Tech .in 1,973 'as a visiting associate 

'I ' 
professor of mathematics while retaining an appointment at the University of Illinois 
at Urbana-Champaign. He joined the faculty permanently in 1974. 

McLaughlin received his bachelor's, master's and doctoral degrees from the 
University of California at Los Angeles in 1959, 1962 and 1963, respectively. He 
taught for 10 years at the University of Illinois prior to coming to Texas. 

At Texas Tech, he has served as the graduate advisor for the department of 
mathematics and spent four years as associate chairman of the department. 
McLaughlin has written some SO articles for academic journals as well as two 
monographs. 

-30-
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- LUBBOCK -- Jacquelin Collins, associate professor of history at Texas Tech 
University, has been named Associate Dean for Undergraduate Affairs in the College of 
Arts and Sciences. 

Collins will assume his new post Sept. 1. 

Collins replaces Charles Kellogg, asspciate professor of mathematics, who 
formerly held the position for seven years. Kellogg will continue to teach in the 
department of mathematics and· will work for the Provost's office on special projects. 

In his new capacity, Collins will be responsible for the college's dealings with 
undergraduate students. He and his staff handle undergraduate affairs from advisement 
for registration through certification for bachelor's degrees. 

"My job will involve making the undergraduate's dealings with the college as 
efficient and pleasant as possible," Collins said. "Kellogg did an outstanding job while 
he was here. I will focus on ll}flllltaining those standards and continuing his tradition 
of good service to students." :,i, .1 •. 

Collins joined the faculty at Texas Tech as an assistant professor of history in 
1962. He was promoted to the rank of associate professor in 1966. 

Collins received his bachelor's and master's degrees, both in history, from Rice 
University in 1956 and 1959. He earned his doctorate in history at the University of 
Illinois at Urbana in 1964 and earned a Doctorate of Jurisprudence from Texas Tech 
in 1984. 

-30-
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(EDITOR'S NOTE: A student from your area participated in recent orientation 
activities. Individual information is attached.) 

LUBBOCK -- More than 130 new international students participated in recent fall 
semester orientation activities sponsored by the Office of International Affairs at Texas 
Tech University. ,, ' 

Among the highlights of the orientation was an Aug. 24 tour and dinner hosted 
at the Ranching Heritage Center on the Texl s Tech campus. 

The center is an outdoor museum of 30 original ranching structures representing 
the history of frontier life from 1830-1930. The structures -- including a one-room 
school house, a blacksmith shop an4 a bunkhouse -- have been restored to their 
original conditions and relocated to areas landscaped to represent the original 
environments. 

When the fall semester be~s, the new graduate and unq.ergraduate students will 
be among more than 1,000 students from 87 foreign countries studying at the 
university. 

Texas Tech's annual enrollment of about 25,000 students ranks it among the 
state's largest higher education establishments. [t also carries the distinction of being 
the only institution in the state with a medical school/health sciences center and law 
school on the common university campus. 

-30-
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
,REF: 5-8-21-91 

J ENGINEERING PROFESSOR ENTERS sorn YEAR OF TEACHING 
by Jennifer LeNoir 

LUBBOCK -- "Teaching is a people business," according to Louis "Jack" Powers, a 
Texas Tech University professor who will begin his 50th year of teaching this fall. 

When Powers began teaching at Texas Tech in 1942, the city of Lubbock's 
population was about 37,000, comparatively less than ,i:he current figure of 
approximatley 186,000 people. Although many things in addition to the population 
have changed since then, he sqys the students haven't. 

"I still see as many bright, young people studying engineering as I did in 1942. 
Obviously, our culture and society have changed, but the students still are basically 
motivated by the same thing -- establishing a career in engineering," says the 79-year
old emeritus professor who currently teaches dynamics and thermodynamics courses 
on a part-time basis. 

Powers says what make~. feaching dynamic for him is the personalities of 
students. From his observatio~, he says that there ar!;! primarily two personality types, 
the orderly student and the intuitive or less structure'd student. 

"Intuitive students often don't like the shackles I put on them with respect to 
problem solving. I insist that they attack a problem my way, which involves a 
systematic approach. If they learn it this way, they'll be able to solve the majority of 
problems they encounter," said Powers, who was chairman of the mechanical 
engineering department from 1952-1972. 

"Some of the brightest students I ever taught were the intuitive, disorderly type. 
I always told them that once they completed my course that they could do things 
however they liked but until then they had to do things my way." 

From Powers'standpoint, the main goal is to provide students with a good mix 
of inspiration and self-motivation, which may encourage students to reach their 
educational goals. 

"A fine line exists between teaching and learning," he says. "Classroom learning is 
a discipline that prepares people for analytical thinking, which is what engineering is 
all about." 

He says engineering is an excellent academic preparation for a variety of fields 
and adds that some of his students have gone on to become physicians, attorneys and 
even ministers. 

-more-
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Edward Anderson, chairman of the department of mechanical engineering at 
Texas Tech, says the quality he admires most about Powers is his high expectations of 
students and his willingness to help them meet those goals. 

Powers is known for spending lots of time with students discussing academic 
problems outside the classroom and for creating unusual problems that challenge them 
in the classroom, said Anderson. 

And although the enthusiasm and motivation of engineering students has not 
changed much since 1942, according to Powers, the level of funding for research has 
changed. It wasn't even until the mid-1960~ that he saw funded research develop. 

"For example, a grant of about $3,000 during the 1960s was considered quite 
large. When a faculty member received something of that size they were often given a 
reduced teaching load because research was conducted on their own time and without 
salary supplements," he said. 

As a result of his effectiyeness as a teacher and his commitment to students and 
teaching, Powers was named $.e Outstanding Professor of the Year in 1979 by Tau 
Beta Pi, an engineering honorary association at Texa~

1
,, Tech. P'rior to that, he received 

the AMOCO Outstanding Teaching Award from the university in 1969. 

Additionally, when Powers was president of the South Plains Chapter of the 
Texas Society of Professional Engineers in 1969, he was named "Engineer of the Year." 

Throughout his career, Powers has witnessed the growth of the department and 
implemented changes in engineering education that still impact students today. 

He has helped to build a quality undergraduate program, said Anderson, and 
was the first to initiate the master's degree program in mechanical engineering in 
1959 followed by the establishment of the doctoral program in 1965. 

In 1961, he witnessed the first female graduate from the department with a 
bachelor of science degree. Similarly, he was present when the first doctoral degree 
was granted in 1968. 

Also, it was Powers that set the general tone for the academic program that 
remains today. His philosophy places the education of undergraduate students first. 

-more-
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He says curricula should be structured in such a way that encourages students to 
becorµe broadly educated in the engineering sciences and humanities disciplines while 
becoming less specialized in changing applications. As a result of this structure, he 
says, students may be better able to serve in a wide range of engineering 
opportunities. 

Yet Powers' influence extends beyond the boundaries of the classroom. For 
example, from 1973-75, he was chairman of the City of Lubbock Electric Utilities 
Board. The board members, which are ap,pointed by th¢, city council, oversee Lubbock 
Power & Light, the municipally owned power system. As chairman he was involved in 
the financial stability of the utijjty compan,t, along with its marketing and public 
relations programs. 

"He was extremely dedicated person to Lubbock and very interested in doing 
whatever he could to improve the quality of life for its citizens, said Leonna Maxwell, 
director of customer services and public relations for the City of Lubbock and former 
business office manager for the City of Lubbock Electric Utilities Board from 1968-81. 

Powers attended Glendafo
1 
Junior College in Glendale, Calif., from 1931-32 and 

received his bachelor's degree in mechanical engineetjng .from·· Texas Tech in 1939 and 
his master's degree in engineering mechanics from thE¥ University of Texas at Austin in 
1950. 

Powers is a member of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers; the 
American Society for Engineering Education; the Texas and national Society of 
Professional Engineers; Tau Beta Pi, a national engineering honorary; and Pi Tau 
Sigma, the national mechanical engineering honorary. 

Additionally, he has served as vice president and member of the Policy Board on 
Education for ASME, president of the South Plains Chapter of the Texas Society of 
Professional Engineers and as an adviser for both Tau Beta Pi and Pi Tau Sigma. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
REF: 7-8-21-91 
CONTACT: Jim Barlow 

~LUBBOCK -- Texas Agriculture Commissioner Rick Peny will give an industry 
forecast and nutritionist Donald J. McNamara will discuss meat and heart disease Sept. 
20 during Texas Tech University's annual Livestock Day,, 

Livestock Day precedes the 14th annual National Golden Spur Award and Prairie 
Party, in which the livestock and ranching industry honors one of its top contributors 
during 8 p.m. ceremonies in the Memorial Civic Center:, A dance will end the day's 

; ' events. · 

'' ') 
Ranch Day will be Sept. 21 at the Ranching Heritage Center at Fourth Street and 

Indiana Avenue. Ranch life of yesterday and today will be displayed from 10 a.m. to 
4:30 p.m. through a variety of exhibits and demonstrations. 

This year's three Golden Spur Award nominees are: Linda Mitchell Davis, a 
fourth generation rancher from Cimarron, N.M., corporate vice president of the CS 
Cattle Co.; J.R. Broadbent, owner of the Utah-based J.R. Broadbent Livestock Co., one 
of the nation's largest producers ·of sheep and cattle; and Clarence Scharbauer Jr., 
rancher and breeder of Americk quarter horses and .corr:iµiercial Hereford cattle, 
owner of the Scharbauer Cattle Co. of Midland. ,,,, 

'Value Added Livestock Production" is the theme for Livestock Day, which is 
cosponsored by Texas Tech's department of animal science and the Ranching Heritage 
Association. All activities will be in the Livestock Arena, located off Indiana Avenue 
between 19th Street and the Brownfield Highway. Registration begins at 9 a.m.; the 
day will end with Perry's speech at 3:30 p.m. 

Peny was elected agriculture commissioner in November, following three terms 
as a state representative from District 64. He is a fifth generation farmer and rancher. 

McNamara, director of the Lipid Metabolism Laboratory and a professor of 
nutrition and food science at the University of Arizona, will speak at 11: 1 O a.m. on 
"Meat and Heart Disease: Too Much Baloney?" 

McNamara, 47, holds a doctorate in biochemistry from Purdue University. He has 
authored or co-written 67 professional journal articles involving diet and cholesterol in 
animals and humans. In June, he completed a two-year project funded by the 
American Heart Association's Arizona affiliate on the effects of dietary fat and 
cholesterol. 

-more-
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A noon Livestock Day lunch, served by the Block and Bridle Club, will cost $7. 
Advanced reservations are preferred, but tickets may be purchased at the door. 

Other addresses will be given by faculty members of the animal science 
department and by Jinger Eberspacher, director of the Texas Tech's Leather Research 
Institute. 

'We will be talking about everything-we do," saiq department chairman Robert 
Long. "This year's activities will tell the whole story of beef and lamb production and 
marketing." 

Long will serve as Livestock Day's master of ceremonies, and Sam Curl, dean of 
the College of Agricultural Sciences, will welcome the day's visitors at 9:30 a.m. 

Reservations are required by ,sept. 19 for the National Golden Spur Award 
banquet; tickets are $25 per person. A reception will begin at 6:30 p.m. in the Civic 
Center mezzanine. The dinner and award ceremony will start at 8 p.m. in the banquet 
hall. A dance, featuring Rick ~\ldduth and the Blue Denim Band, will follow the 
banquet. . . , ·· 

,..,., 

For reservations or more information, call the Ranching Heritage Association at 
(806) 742-2498. Livestock Day luncheon reservations also may be made by calling the 
department of animal science at (806) 742-2513. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
REF: 8-8-21-91 
CONTACT: Jennifer LeNoir 

LUBBOCK -- Texas Tech University's School of Law recently hired Verna C. 
Sanchez as a new assistant professor. 

In the fall semester, Sanchez will teach a comprehensive skills development 
course, which involves the study of a variety of legal skills such as negotiation, client 
interviewing and counseling, oral argument, trial preparation and examination of 
witnesses. ) ' ' ' 

"There is no way to cover everything id a skills course, but it's an opportunity 
for students to become exposed and realize the complexities of the various kinds of 
skills one draws on as an attorney. And of course, it allows them to improve their 
legal writing and analytical skills," says Sanchez. 

According to Sanchez, the glamorized lifestyle of an active trial attorney is a 
myth because so much work must be done before an attorney sets foot into a 
courtroom. The work, she says, is . not as flashy as most people think. The skills course 
helps law students to realize the• myth and learn that television.. shows like "L.A. Law" 
give inaccurate perceptions about the profession. ;,,! ·

1 

Prior to coming to Texas Tech, she worked as a legal writing instructor at the 
1990 Rocky Mountain and Southwest Legal Education Opportunity Institute, an 
organization aimed at helping first-year minority students succeed in law school. Last 
summer the annual course was held at the University of New Mexico in Albuquerque. 

Sanchez was an instructor at New York University School of Law's Lawyering 
Program from 1988-1990. The program consisted of a two-semester course that 
involved first-year legal research, writing and lawyering skills. 

She worked for the New York State Attorney General Environmental Protection 
Bureau as an assistant attorney general from 1985-1988, the American Civil Liberties 
Union Reproductive Freedom Project as a Karpatkin Fellow from 1984-1985 and the 
Puerto Rican Legal Defense and Education Fund as a staff attorney from 1981-1984. 

Additionally, she was a volunteer for the Supreme Court of the Navajo Nation in 
1989 where she drafted rules of procedure for the family court. 

Sanchez received her bachelor's degree in government from Clark University in 
1977 and a Doctor of Jurisprudence Degree from Northeastern University School of 
Law in 1981. She completed graduate courses at the University of New Mexico's 
doctoral program in Latin-American studies in 1990. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
REF: 9-8-22-91 
CONTACT: Jennifer LeNoir 

LUBBOCK -- Daisy Hurst Floyd, in her new position as assistant professor at the 
Texas Tech University's School of Law, brings a unique expertise in legal writing and 
analysis. 

Floyd, who has taught legal writing and analysis to paralegal students, law 
students and trial and appellate court judges, says her primary goal is to help improve 
the result and efficiency of legal writing ~.~·even if the pttomey or judge has numerous 

' years of professional experience. 

' i 
Floyd says legal writing, which is based on legal analysis, is organized differently 

than other forms of writing because of the subject matter. Lawyers often are critisized 
for writing in an unclear, wordy and redundent manner, which she says stems from 
their cautiousness to be precise and not to omit details. 

"Texas Tech is particularly effective in teaching legal writing and analysis because 
students are placed in small group settings of approximately 20 students," she said. 

' Currently, she is involved in the Career Appellare V{ritirtg Program and Trial 
Judges' Writing Program sponsored by the American Academy of Judicial Education. 

Along with teaching legal writing and analysis at Texas Tech, she will also teach 
civil procedure. Previously, she was an adjunct professor at the law school. 

Previously, Floyd was a legal writing consultant at the Institute for Continuing 
Judicial Education in Georgia from May 1986 to October 1989 and at the Colorado 
Judicial Department from July 1989 to October 1989. In 1989 she was an adjunct 
faculty member at South Plains College and in 1990 she a writing consultant to the 
Georgia Council of Superior Court Judges. 

Additionally, she was program director of the Paralegal Studies Program at the 
Athens Area Technical Institute in Athens Georgia from November 1987 to June 1989. 
While at the institute, she taught: law and ethics; civil litigation; legal research; legal 
writing; advanced research and writing; commercial law; law office management; and 
internship. 

-more-
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·she also was the director of the Legal Research and Writing Program at the 
University of Georgia School of Law from July 1983 to November 1987 where she 
taught legal research and writing and a pretrial litigation seminar. Prior to that, Floyd 
was an associate in Alston & Bird's litigation and antitrust departments in Atlanta from 
June 1980 to December 1981. 

She is a member of the state bars of Texas and Georgia. Previously, Floyd was a 
member of the Legal Writing Institute Bo~rd of Directqts from 1986-1987. 

' 

Floyd attended Randolph-Macon Worrx,an's College from 1973-1975 and received 
her bachelor's degree surnrna citm laude, and master's degree, both in political science, 
from Emory University in 1977. 

She received her doctor of jurisprudence degree from the University of Georgia 
School of Law cum laude, in 1980. She was an articles editor on the Georgia Law 
Review; a Castellow scholar; and a recipient of the American Jurisprudence Award in 
trusts and estates. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
REF: 10-8-22-91 
CONTACT: Jennifer LeNoir 

-LUBBOCK -- J. Wesley Cochran, an associate professor of law, recently arrived at 
Texas Tech University's School of Law to teach a course in legal analysis and begin his 
duties as the director of the law library. 

Cochran says the primary reason he came to Texas Tech was to help expand the 
law library and coordinate a new library automation system that involves computer 
based record keeping. The new system wil\ allow workers to maintain current listings 
of all the library holdings, such as periodicals and journals-, as they are received. The 
system will be installed sometime during tlie fall semester. 

"The new automated system will do much more than our current system because 
it will actually list holdings and provide a record of receipt that will be stored on the 
computer rather than paper. Also, the information may be more easily shared with 
students and other law libraries," Cochran said. 

A native of Austin, Cochran says computer-assisted legal research has 
revolutionized the legal profes,~ion and its way of conducting research. 

•. 
' ,f ,,, 

He says a new technology called compact disk i-'ead only memory or CD-ROM, 
which contains laser based biographic information, allows the entire contents of books 
to be stored on compact disks and read with computers. CD-ROM also enables 
researchers to retrieve information from legal cases, treatises and statutes 
simultaneously while visually switching from one source to the next on the computer 
screen. 

"What makes this different from book research is that the legal researcher may 
structure their retrieval to include specific words that might not be considered 
traditional indexing terms. As a result, legal researchers are no longer tied to the 
indexing system of a publishing company -- they can retrieve information as they want 
it," Cochran said. 

Before corning to Texas Tech, he taught legal skills, a legal writing and 
research course, at the University of Mississippi in Oxford. 

-more-
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Cochran received his bachelor's degree in 1976 from Austin College in Sherman 
where·· he majored in communication, psychology and sociology. He earned a law 
degre~ from the University of Houston School of Law in December 1978. Additionally, 
he received a Master of Law Librarianship Degree in 1980 from the University of 
Washington in Seattle. 

He is a member of the American Bar Association, the American Association of 
Law Libraries, Southwestern Association of Law Libraries and the State Bar of Texas. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
REF: 11-8-22-91 
CONTACT: Jennifer LeNoir 

_,LUBBOCK -- Alison G. Myhra, a new assistant professor at Texas Tech 
University's School of Law, will begin teaching civil procedure to first year law 
students this fall. 

She is scheduled l:o teach non-judicial process and introduction to bankruptcy 
during the second semester. 

>,' • 

Myhra was an associate attorney in the Minneapolis law firm of Robins, Kaplan, 
Miller & Ciresi from 1986-90. rJer professi()nal work experience focused on business 
litigation involving contracts, real estate disputes, antitrust, securities, and fraud. 
Additionally, she had some involvement with bankruptcy matters. 

"I enjoy litigation because I'm always on my feet and it forces me to think fast. 
Besides, it is always interesting and fun," said Myhra. 

Prior to joining Robins, Kaplan, Miller & Ciresi, she was a law clerk to Judge 
Roger J. Nierengarten of the Minnesota Court of Appeals from 1985-86. Myhra was 
admitted to the Minnesota Bar' and the North Dakotct Bqr in 1985. 

,..,,, 

Myhra received her bachelor of arts degree in political science and a bachelor of 
science degree in education with a major in social science from the University of 
North Dakota where she graduated summa cum laude in 1982. She also was a 
member of Phi Beta Kappa. 

She earned her law degree with distinction from the University of North Dakota 
School of Law in May 1985. During law school, she was a member of the Board of 
Editors of the North Dakota Law Review and a member of the Order of the Coif. In 
June of 1991, she received a Master of Laws Degree from Harvard Law School with a 
concentration in the areas of constitutional law, jurisprudence and health law. 
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HEAL TH TIP SHEET 
from 

TEXAS TECH HEAL TH SCIENCES CENTER 
August 23, 1991 

HORMONAL HELP -- Coronary artery disease is a very rare condition in women of 
childbearing age. After menopause, however, the prevalence of coronary disease in 
women gradually increases, approaching that of men by age 60, according to reports 
from the American Medical Association. But clinical data is now showing that low
dose estrogen administered after menopau§e plays an iqiportant role in the prevention 
of heart disease, says C.A. Jones, M.D., of the TTHSC department of family medicine. 
The important point for a wompn to remember is that after menopause, the 
cardioprotective effect of the female hormones diminishes to such a great degree that 
coronary artery disease can progress at a more rapid pace than in premenopausal 
decades. Additionally, physicians have found that estrogen replacement also plays an 
important role in slowing the development of osteoporosis, an often crippling bone 
disorder. For more on the benefits of estrogen replacement, contact Jones at (806) 
743-2757. 

FOOTBAIL FOLl.lES -- Stingers, burners, hip pointers and strawberries may sound 
rather harmless, but to the player who suffers from o;ne qr more of them, Friday 
night's game can be a painful bout. And, if coaches ifi-en't cautious about players' 
complaints, they may be contributing to the development of more serious injuries, 
according to Sports Medicine Director Robert P. Yost, M.D., of the TTHSC orthopedics 
department. To the coach -- and sometimes even the player -- a serious injury can 
often be disguised as only a minor problem. Broken bones, for instance, can often 
look like only mild sprains and without appropriate treatment, life-long consequences 
can develop. Unfortunately, he added, egos run high in high school athletics, causing 
some athletes to deny their pain for fear of not being "tough." Coaches, he said, 
should be aware of this and when in doubt, check it out. Losing a key player for one 
or two games can be difficult, but if injuries are left untreated, it could mean the end 
of a season -- and future athletic career -- for the player. For more on sports injuries 
and when a player can return to the game, contact Yost at (806) 743-2475. 

B-8-23-91 

For assistance on these or other stories, 
contact Kim Davis or Preston Lewis at TTHSC 
News and Publications, (806)743-2143. 

AITER HOURS CAIL Margaret Simon, University News, (806) 797-1888 / Preston Lewis, Health Sciences Center, (8o6) 792-1372 



CALENDAR FOR AUG. 23-30 
REF: 12-8-23-91 
CONTACT: News and Publications 

(MEDIA ADVISORY: Tiris Texas Tech calendar is compiled to let you know of 
upcoming events and releases and to serve as a reminder of releases already 
sent. If you need more information, call News and Publications at 742-2136.) 

AUG24 

AUG25 

AUG26 

AUG30 

International student orientation and tour 
Ranching Heritage Center, 5,-8 p.m. ,, ' 

Sorority and fraternity rush through Aug. 31 

Residence halls open for fall semester occupancy 

University faculty on duty 

Fall semester classes begin at the School of Law 

University staff resumes 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. workdays i. .. 
Fall semester registration for new studaits 'through Aug. 30 

Last day of fall semester registration without penalty 
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